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Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. This page contains PC console commands that can be used in Fallout 4. Note: These commands only apply to the PC version of the game - the PS4 and Xbox One versions of the game cannot access the console
development teams. If you want to use cheats on your console, check how to install Fallout 4 Mods for PS4 and Xbox OneTo to pull up the command console on your PC, press q during gameplay. Check out the video below to see how the cheating command console works. The full list of console commands is below. Note that many
cheats for caviar items and NPCs use item codes. COMMAND EFFECT tgm God Mode (Infinite Health, Ammunition, AP) tai switches the entire NPC AI to/off. tcai Toggle NPC combat AI on/off. tcl Turn NoClip on/off. tmm 1 Show all the markers on the map. Unlock selected door/terminal tfc Include free Kill Kill roaming camera selected
Target KillAll Kill All NPCs in close proximity. player.additem (item code) Add an item to your inventory. player.placeatme (object code) generates an element or NPC nearby. player.setlevel (level) Go to a specified level of experience there are many codes for all the different elements in Fallout 4. Check out our complete lists of item
codes, weapons codes, armor codes and more! Here are some useful item codes. Please note that the full list of item codes can be found here above. CODES ITEM Duct Tape 0004D1F2 Fiber Optics 00069087 Screw 00069081 Aluminium 0006907A Nuclear Material 00069086 Alien Toy 00059B2B Large Baby Bottle 001A899B Military
Class District Council 00154AD2 Springs 00069082 Scheme 0006907B Pottery 000AEC5E Camera 00059A83 How to Build a Workshop anywhere Requirements This mod has no known dependencies other than the basic game. Permits and credits This author is not credited to anyone in this file This mod is not picked in getting donation
points I recommend using the SKK50 Mobile Workshop instead. It's a lightweight but powerful mod. On the other hand, if you prefer to use a quick and dirty console commands. Read on. Description: This tutorial describes how to build a Workbench workshop anywhere. In just a few steps using console commands, you can build a
workshop anywhere: - In your favorite player home. - In any building you want to decorate or protect - In fact, build a workshop anywhere in CommonwealthOnce you have activated your new workshop you can build all the items available from vanilla building lists, DLCs you have installed, and mods installed as housewife or settlement
facilities around the world. Use it to make your pwn Player Home where you want it. What he won't do is create a new settlement. Your new will not be listed on the settlement list. Recommended files: Package file is all junk. Higher budget settlement Save You: Carna5 and FastBlackCat for editing help and testing. And Burnt to ensure do
it. READ ME. TXT (File download contains a version of the .docx instructions with formatting and some pictures. Here's the text.) Seminar AnywhereThere has a few mods that tell you how to place a Workbench/Seminar anywhere. I had some difficulties with them, though. The purpose of this tutorial is to place a fully functional workshop
where you want it. Follow the instructions step by step and in the munutes you will have access to all the assembly objects from your workshop. Use it to create other workbenches, or add furniture, decorations, landscaping, etc. 1. Put the seminar. The console team is simple enough: player.placeatme c1aeb 1Sored, you have a new
seminar. But most likely, when you try to use it, you will get a warning code You need to clear the enemies from the location. It depends on the cell where you place it. You can also see that the workshop does not belong to you - indicated by the Steal Out, not the Open Workshop. So overall there are a few more steps that need to be
taken. IMPORTANT: Make sure your PRID is selected when you run the console commands below. Align Workshop.The workshop will be tilted to the floor or ground. It's okay, but it looks better when right. In the console click on the workshop to select it, and then typesetangle x 0 y angle is probably all right, but you can do the same for
setangle y. you can also position the workplace where you want it using the modpos x nn.n translation command or setpos x nn.n (also for positions y and z or z angle as well).3. Show variables. Make sure the workshop is selected for all the following teams or they just won't work. This team shows the state of the variables associated with
the workshop. You will have to change some of them from false to True.showvarsIt is a step just for informational purposes. Use it to make sure you have changed the variables associated with your workshop. So if the Workshop is not activated, you can check out the vars with this team to see which one has not been changed.4 Install
Ownership.If the name of the workshop is in red and says: Steal from the workshop, you don't own it. Now he will talk Open Workshop, not Steal. But most likely, the Transfer option will not be available. If you try to activate the seminar, you will most likely see a message: You have to clear the enemies from the place. If this warning does
not appear, that is, you can open a seminar and pass the items, then you are good to go. If not, keep going. Visited by the Player. You have to establish the fact that you were there to activate Workshop.setpv VisitedByPlayer TrueAlmost done. You have to update some of the variables in the cell to accommodate the changes you've just
made. A quick trip to another place. Quick in another other (Or, if you're in an interior chamber, you can just go outside.) This will update some of the variables in the cell and allow the workshop to activate. Bring back and activate your workshop. Back to the workshop and you'll see The Open and Transfer options are now available. Voila.
Now you will have access to all the design objects that your seminar can build. This includes items from any of the DLCs that you've downloaded, or homemaker mods, or settlement facilities around the world, and so on. Adding items after spending hours cleaning items for a workshop, I decided that scavving wasn't such a fun part of the
game. I found this mod for a batch file that adds 1000 pieces of most unwanted items to the game in your workshop. The console team of bats mats. settlement budget is the one that clears the settlement budget so that you can continue construction with a new budget. The budget allocated to the seminar is initially pathetically small.
Page 2 Mobile Mechanics adds a crafty, portable work bench that allows you to do any kind of crafting anywhere, including the ability to scrap debris in its core components, and even a mobile Power Armor Station! What are the Fallout console commands? Fallout 4 is a game with a thousand systems all clicking and whirring driving its
Boston Wasteland. Because you play the game on the PC, these systems are easily exploited by typing a few things into the game developer's console. If you feel like you would like to make a few tweaks as the game is playing, or even just magic up a few free items into your inventory by cheating, then these Fallout 4 console teams are
exactly what you need. The following Fallout 4 cheats cover almost everything, in fact: you can turn on God's mode, or become a true god by deciding who lives and dies, even without the massive energy weapon you painstakingly created. And speaking of laser boom sticks, you can magic those in the game using the console teams in
Fallout 4, too. If you're looking for specific additions rather than candid hacks for the Boston Bethesda setting, you'll almost certainly find joy in our Fallout 4 fashion list. But, if it's The Fallout 4 Cheats and Console Team you're looking for, this guide has your covered when it comes to how you enter them, and the settings you have at your
disposal. How do you type Fallout 4 commands? To use the Fallout 4 commands, you need to open the developer's console screen. This is easy to do by clicking on the tilde key , which can be found under the Esc key, and only to the left of the 1 key on the American English keyboard. If you are using a British English keyboard, you will
need to click on the grave (') the key that is in the same place. When you type console commands, remember that commands aren't sensitive, so don't worry about the lids You'll find that many teams will have a section that says something like a zlt.com. In these cases, don't type in brackets or q. Instead, enter the name of the item you
want and follow up on the replacement of q by the number of items you need. Here are the best Fallout 4 console commands and cheats by category: God Modetgm includes a God mode that makes you invincible. Bring the command to the console again to turn it off. Immortal Modetim includes an immortal mode that allows you to take
damage but never die. This can lead to failures such as a remote head, but your character is still alive (albeit with a lower perception due to the fact that you don't have eyes). No Collisiontcl turns off collision detection, so you can go through walls, or even defy gravity. Bring the command to the console again to turn it off. Install Player
Levelplayer.setlevel If you want to bypass the Fallout alignment system, just use this command to set your character's level. Skill Levelplayer.modav's skill-zlt'zlt'gt; increases the skill S.P.E.C.I.A.L by this number. Show all the Markerstmm 1 cards to all locations on the Pip-Boy map. Unlock the door or Terminalunlock Opens the door or
terminal you are aiming for. Add an item to Inventoryplayer.additem.com. For example, to add 100 caps to your inventory, include: player.additem 000000F 100 Spawn Item or NPC nearbyplayer.placeatme zlt'objectID'gt;Spawns specified element or NPC close to the current location. Toggle AItai turns off the NPC's artificial intelligence,
leaving them dumber than the synthetics of gen1. The Combat AItcai switch turns off the enemy's artificial intelligence, rendering them incapable of attacking. Toggle Detection AItdetect disables the AI's ability to detect you by stealing things or sneaking as easy as walking. Kill Everyonekillall Murders of everyone in your immediate area
except mates and vital characters. Kill someonekill Killing a creature or character whose id you typed in. The free Roam Cameratfc switches to and from a free flying camera that lets you grab some really good viewpoints for screenshots. The UItm switch switches on and off the menu and user interface in the game, perfect for capturing
screenshots without HUD cluttering everything up. Complete each main questkaki completes each quest in the main storyline. Naturally, it will ruin the story. Reboot questrenetreects( zuest id's zest resets the specified quest back to the beginning. Go Highsetgs fjumpheightmin zlt; set the height of your jump. The higher the number, the
higher your jump. its too high though, and falling back to the ground will kill you. Consider combining with God's regime. You'll run Fastplayer.setav speedmult with a multiplier to your running speed. Add a large number to turn into Flash and become a zgt. qlt; zest/targetID'gt; zlt;targetID'gt; zlt;objectID'gt; zgt; zgt; zlt; zlt;zlt;zlt;gt; zlt;gt; zgt;
zgt; zgt; zgt; zgt; zgt; zgt; zgt; man is alive. You probably won't be alive if you run into something though, so proceed with caution (or god mode). Growing Bigsetscale makes you, or your goal, very big. The larger the number, the more they get. Set a timeline to set the speed limit. The default game is set at 16. Use 1 for real-time
progression, and up to 10,000 for a few days that pass in no time. Each item in Boxcoc qasmoke This team teleports you to a room full of boxes like an apocalyptic deal edition or no deal. Inside each box is one of each element in the game. Teleport to Areacoc's areacoc. Setting up Charactershowlooksmenu Player 1 opens the character
settings screen to change your appearance. Ally with a factional player. AddToFaction establishes your status as an ally with a faction. Use '0' for 'friendly' or '1' for allies. Remove from the faction. RemoveFromFaction removes your allied status with the faction. Remove from all factionsreadromafactia removes your allied status with all
factions in the world. Become enemies with factionsetenemy, the faction id. Use '0' for neutral or '1' for enemies. Fallout 4 PC Item Codes Here are the most common items you'll be needing in the wasteland, and the codes you need to summon them when using the console commands Bottlecap0000000F Stimpack00023736 Rad
Away00023742 Fusion Core00075FE4 Nuka-Cola Quantum0004835F Bobby Pin0000000A Fallout 4 PC Weapon Codes 0.4400148B45 0.44 Pistol000CE97D 10mm00004822 2076 World Series Baseball Bat000E9A43 Alien Blaster000FF995 Anchor00144A6C Artillery Smoke Grenade0012E2CA Assault Rifle0000463F Assaultron
Laser000DD4B1 Baseball Bat0008E736 Baseball Grenade00107BD6 Behemoth Bolder000662A7 Behemoth Bolder0014BBDA Bloodbug Blood Spray00031FB8 Board0005C250 Bomb0014245D Bottlecap Mine0010771F Boxing Glove0016498F Broadsider000FD11B Chinese Officer Sword00147BE4 Combat Knife000913CA Combat
Rifle000DF42E Combat Shotgun0014831C Cryo Mine0010C669 Cryogenic Grenade000FF21D Cryolator00171B2B Deathclaw Gauntlet000D8576 Deliverer000DC8E7 Double-Barrel Shotgun00062AA4 Fat Man000BD56F Fire Hydrant Bat000DF621 Flamer000E5881 Flare Gun001025AC Fragmentation Grenade000EEBED
Fragmentation Mine000E56C2 Fusion Core Ejector000865E9 Fusion Core Ejector000897FF Gamma Gun000DDB7C GasTrap Dummy000001F6 Gatling Laser000E27BC Gauss Rifle000D1EB0 Grognak's Axe00183FCD HalluciGen Gas Grenade000E98E5 Handmade Gun0014831D Homing Beacon00065DEC Hunting Rifle0005BBA4
Hunting Rifle0004F46A Institute Rifle0005A665 Institute Pistol001633CC Institute EM Pulse Grenade0018325E Institute Beacon00174F8F Junk Jet000E942B Kellogg's Pistol000CE97D Knife00062AA3 Knuckles0005524B Larva Spit0003175B Laser0005BBA6 Laser0009983B Laser Лазерный мушкет0001DACF свинца Pipe000FC9C3
LibertyPrime Лазер00110414 Мачете00033FE0&lt;/0&gt; &lt;/faction&gt; &lt;/faction&gt; &lt;/0&gt; &lt;/faction&gt; &lt;/cell&gt; &lt;/#&gt; &lt;/1-10&gt; &lt;/1-10&gt; Mini Nuke0010E689 Rocket Launcher00003F6F8 Molotov Cocktail00010C3C6 Nuke Grenade0000e5750 Nuke00065DF2 Nuke Mine00010A340er Pinch000092A60
Pipe000024F555 Pipe Bolt-Action0001481A Pipe0000005 A7 Pipe Revolver00014831B Pipe key000D83BF plasma grenade00010A33D Plasma00100AEE plasma mine0010A342 Pool Cue000FA3E8 Power Fist0011B336 Preston Laser Musket00062AA6 Pulse00000F2F Pulse00010A344 railway rifle0000FE268 Revolutionary
Sword000143AB5 Ripper00000FA2F6 Rolling Pin00142FAB Security Baton00008C14D Shishkebab0000FA2FB2FB000052DFE sledgehammer000E7AB9 Sonic Attack0000000FC3EC Attack000000000020009F24D submachine gun00015B0 Super Sani000FF964 Switchblade0000FDC81 Synthesizer Relay Grenade0000589F2
Syringer00014D09E Test grenade launcher000CA00K000dC8E7 Tires Iron00185D25 Vertibird Signal Grenade00000056917 Walking Cane000FDC7D And there you go, it's The Read Fallout 4 and the console commands that you need when you need a small technical help hand. But, remember, with great laser power, comes a great
responsibility not to massacre the entire population of Boston. Cheers: Use this Fallout 4 guide to get you started There's a lot more when it comes to Boston waste from us, however: check out the best Fallout 4 settlements the most qualified post-apocalyptic architects have come up with. They should give you inspiration to build the
massive arsenals you need to put all the new weapons and items in. Disaster.
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